Fill out this form when the Stage Check has been completed for the following Flight Courses:

**FIXED WING:** AV2450 Cross Country and AV2660 Advanced Maneuvers

**ROTOR CRAFT:** AV2355 Private Pilot 1 and AV2665 Commercial 1

The actual cost will be calculated, and your flight account will be adjusted accordingly. A grade will be submitted, and this course will be completed in Talon.

Be sure to have your Instructor sign this form, then turn it into Joran.

---

Name: ___________________________________________ A#: ________________________

Email: ___________________________________________ Phone: ________________________

- Course Number: AV________________________________________
- Course Name: ____________________________________________
- Semester the Course was enrolled in (not finished): _________________

☐ Stage Check Completed & all flights are posted in Talon _____________________________ (Instructor’s Signature)